“PROTECTING THOSE WHO CANNOT PROTECT THEMSELVES”
ANIMAL CRUELTY TASK FORCE MAKES ARREST
FOR AGGRAVATED ANIMAL CRUELTY
Lee County Sheriff’s Office East District detectives Carl
Schilke and Adnan Selimovic assumed an investigation
involving a six-year-old Chihuahua with a lengthy history
of injuries and multiple fractures to legs and ribs.
Additionally, the canine was suffering from non-healing
ulcers in both eyes.
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LOCAL SHELTERS / RESCUES GRATEFUL FOR DONATIONS
The Animal Cruelty Task Force asked and the community
continues to deliver! As a result of community generosity,
our local rescues/shelters continue to receive muchneeded supplies. Donations of towels (cloth/paper),
disinfectant, disinfectant wipes,
trash bags, bleach, scrub pads,
laundry detergent, Dawn
dishwashing liquid, dog and cat
toys, harnesses, potty pads, dog
and cat food (unopened, please),
puppy/kitten replacement milk, cat litter, leashes,
Nylabones, stainless steel food/water bowls, nylon
brooms, cat scratch pads, latex and non-latex gloves and
much more have been given, weekly, to agencies caring
for our furry friends.

IN SEARCH OF A FAMILY OF MY OWN…
My name is Fletcher...I’m a super-friendly guy looking for
a loving family. I’m very
active...love to play with toys and
so enjoy going out for a stroll.

Following further investigation and interviews, Rebecca
Lucia Tapia (DOB 12-06-1989) and Leonardo Enrique
Santiago Gutierrez (DOB 06-07-1996) were both arrested
and charged with felony abuse of the canine.

Although pictured sticking out my
tongue, please know that I only do
that to the mailman.
Interested in meeting me? Please
contact the Cape Coral Animal
Shelter by calling 239-573-2002 or
visit them at capecoralanimalshelter.com.

IT TAKES TEAMWORK…
While it often seems as if kindness has been lost, it is
always wonderful to see members of a community extend
themselves...pool their resources...for the good of others.
In this case, the “others”
are an extensive group
of homeless felines
residing at “Helping
Paws Animal Sanctuary”
in St. James City.
The Animal Cruelty Task
Force received an email, from Helping Paws, indicating
that their refrigerator was “on its last legs.” As they care
for a significant number of
homeless cats and kittens, a
working refrigerator is an
absolute must.
Thanks to the benevolence and
generosity of Jay Russo of Good
Deals Appliances, Helping Paws
received a full-size replacement
refrigerator.

Transporting this large appliance from Fort Myers to St.
James City would be the next challenge. A text message
to Nicole Crowther was all that
was required. Crowther gladly
supplied one of their trucks and
two staff members to help lift
and transport the unit.
The Animal Cruelty Task Force
is so grateful to Good Deals
Appliances and to Crowther for
their thoughtfulness and their
willingness to help this
not-for-profit
shelter and, more
importantly, for
coming together
to help homeless
animals here in
Lee County!

Q&A WITH DR. WENDY PERRA, DVM
Question: “How soon should you start giving joint
supplements to your pups as prevention. Mainly asking for
working and active dogs.”
Dr. Wendy Perra: “Nutraceutical supplementation for joint
health is an excellent means to assist your pet’s
musculoskeletal system. Most veterinarians will recommend a
quality chondroprotective supplement at the first hint of joint
pain. The most common joints afflicted with pain issues are
hips, elbows and stifles. While we tend to think about large
working breeds as being most affected, small breeds also are
subject to joint discomfort. The age at which supplementation
should begin is not easily definable, and professional
recommendations will vary.
When you supplement your pet’s diet with glucosamine and
chondroitin, you are providing the body with the building
blocks of synovial fluid as well as decreasing the destructive
effects on cartilaginous surfaces within a joint. This viscous
fluid is responsible for providing a cushion within a joint
capsule, hence not permitting any bone-on-bone contact to
occur. If normal synovial fluid is not being made due to a dysfunctional synovial membrane (i.e. hip dysplasia, elbow
dysplasia, luxating patellas, etc.), there will be pain
(i.e. lameness, soreness). The body will take the extraneous
glucosamine and use it to assist in production of equality
synovial fluid, thereby easing joint discomfort.
If there is a known joint issue at an early age, I strongly
recommend starting daily glucosamine supplementation for
the life of the pet. There is no disadvantage to using it, only
potential benefit. If you have a young, large breed working dog
such as a German Shepherd or Labrador Retriever that is experiencing no musculoskeletal issues, I will usually recommend
considering adding glucosamine prophylactically to the diet
around age four to five years. In every senior pet (>8 years of
age), I recommend glucosamine supplementation indefinitely.”
DID YOU KNOW? DOG’S NOSE PRINTS ARE UNIQUE
Could you have ever imagined that a dog’s “noseprint” is as
unique as a human fingerprint? It is!
Each and every dog has its very own print…exclusive to them.
Those prints remain unchanged for the life of the canine.
As a result of this “uniqueness,” the Canadian Kennel Club has
been accepting nose prints as a form of positive identification
since 1938!
Tech agencies worldwide are introducing various nose-print
recognition systems for the purpose of canine identification.

BLUE JAY CAUGHT IN GLUE TRAP
TREATED AND RELEASED
By Haillie Mesics—CROW
At CROW, wildlife patients including birds and snakes can
be admitted with severe injuries from attempted pest
removal methods. Although individuals are trying to rid
their homes of animals considered to be ‘pests’ such as
rats and mice, many other wildlife species can be affected
due to the indiscriminate nature of most pest removal
methods. Glue traps are extremely sticky pieces of
adhesive attached to a small board.

They are typically placed on the floor, on windowsills, or
around a building’s perimeter. When an animal steps on
the trap, they are immediately stuck.

While struggling to free themselves, they often become
increasingly trapped amongst the adhesive which can
result in feather loss for birds, painful skin tears,
suffocation, starvation and even death.

(“Blue Jay”...continued)

Additionally, place flour on the remainder of the exposed
adhesive to prevent the animal from further injury or
entrapment. Please never cut or pull an animal from a
glue trap. The best thing to do for the well-being of the
animal is to get them to a wildlife professional or
rehabber as quickly as possible for proper removal!
If you find an animal in need of help, CROW’s Wildlife
Hospital staff is available from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., seven
days a week, including holidays. Please call (239) 4723644 and staff will provide directions to safely contain the
animal and direct you to the nearest drop-off location or
arrange for a volunteer or staff member to assist in the
rescue. We have convenient drop-off locations in Lehigh
Acres, Cape Coral and Fort Myers.
After hours:
In Lee County or surrounding areas:

An adult male Blue Jay (22-16) was admitted to CROW
from Cape Coral after being found on a glue board.
Although the finders meant well, they had cut the bird out
of the glue trap. The Blue Jay had lost critical flight
feathers on both wings due to this improper removal
method. While he was struggling to free himself from the
trap, he suffered some bodily abrasions.

Secure the animal in a box or other suitable carrier and
take it to Blue Pearl Pet Hospital at Daniels Parkway and
I-75 (9500 Marketplace Road, Fort Myers, Florida). This is
a CROW-partner, 24-hour drop-off location. Be sure to fill
out the finder’s form with your contact information,
location the animal was found and its injuries!

Hospital staff administered supportive medications and
closely monitored his flight progress. After seven days in
care, the jay was released back to the wild!

Bring the animal to CROW’s Wildlife Hospital (once on
CROW property, take a left at the Visitor Education Center
and follow the gravel road to the end of the drive). If not
already secured in a box, you may place the animal in one
of CROW’s carriers at the bottom of the stairs. Please
follow the directions posted by the carriers to fill out the
finder’s form AND call/text the number provided to leave
a message so we know an animal has been dropped off.

Though this story has a happy ending, not all wild animals
are so lucky when it comes to glue traps and other cruel
methods of pest control. If you find an animal caught in a
glue trap, the best thing you can do is call your nearest
animal hospital.

On Sanibel & Captiva:

ANIMAL CRUELTY TASK FORCE
VISITS LEHIGH ELEMENTARY

MICROCHIP REUNITES FLORIDA
STRAY WITH MAINE OWNER

Upon learning of the LCSO Animal Cruelty Task Force
drive to collect much-needed supplies for local rescues
and shelters, Lehigh Elementary School Teacher, Kathy
Hirt, reached out to the sheriff’s
office.

“Ashes” the cat went missing from her rural Chesterville,
Maine, home in August of 2015. The region, a short drive
to the northwest of the capital city of Augusta, is heavily
wooded and filled with wildlife capable of doing significant
harm to a domestic feline.

Beginning on February 1st, the
school launched a shelter supply
drive to benefit homeless animals
in Lee County.

As time passed, 10-year-old Katie lost hope that she would
ever see her beloved cat, Ashes, again.

Members of the Animal Cruelty
Task Force, including Sergeant
Hope, visited the school and met
with a number of teachers and
students.
Sergeant Hope, an ambassador for the task force,
enjoyed the attention and belly-rubs that she received
from the children.
Sergeant Hope lost her front right leg as a result of
severe neglect from a South
Florida breeder. Despite this, she
demonstrates that with a good
deal of love and a large serving of
care, we can overcome virtually
anything.
The Lee County Sheriff’s Office
Animal Cruelty Task Force is
extremely grateful to the
students, parents and teachers at
Lehigh Elementary School for their efforts to assist our
local animal rescues and shelters!

Nearly seven years later, a bizarre phone call changed
everything. The
call came from a
veterinarian from
the Franklin
County Animal
Shelter in
Eastpoint,
Florida...over 1,500 miles from rural Chesterville.
"I live in Maine. We don't have a cat in Florida," remarked
Denise Cilley, the cat’s owner, when asked about a stray
cat dropped off at the Florida shelter.

The stray cat had been microchipped and, as a result,
Cilley’s contact information became available to the
Eastpoint shelter.
With the assistance of an extremely kind Southwest
Airlines employee, Ashes will be returned to her family in
Central Maine.
Microchipping your pet is easy, inexpensive, painless and
tamper-proof. Once chipped, most animal control officers,
veterinarians and humane organizations can retrieve
owner information using a hand-held scanner.

